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Part 34: 'Salam' and 'Islam' denote the Holy
Imams
Regarding the fact that ‘Salam’ and ‘Islam’ denote the Holy Imams and their Shias
There are some verses on this topic:
First verse:

ﻢَ ﻟﻧﱠﻪﻄَﺎنِ ااتِ اﻟﺸﱠﻴﻮا ﺧُﻄُﻮ ﺗَﺘﱠﺒِﻌﺎﻓﱠﺔً و ﻛﻠْﻢ اﻟﺴﺧُﻠُﻮا ﻓﻨُﻮا اد آﻣﺎ اﻟﱠﺬِﻳﻦﻬﻳﺎ اﻳ
.ﺒِﻴﻦ ﻣﺪُوﻋ
O you who believe! Enter into submission one and all and do not follow the footsteps of Shaitan,
surely he is your open enemy. (Surah Baqarah 2:208)
Ayyashi with many chains has related that submission refers to the Wilayat of Ali (a.s.) and after him the
Wilayat of his vicegerents and accepting their Imamate and recognition (Ma’refat) and the ‘footsteps of
Shaitan’ refers to the Wilayat of the unjust Caliphs.1
Second verse:

ِﺎنﺘَﻮِﻳﺴ ﻳﻞ ﻫﻞﺟﺮﺎ ﻟﻠَﻤ ﺳًﺟرﻮنَ وﺴﺘَﺸَﺎﻛ ﻣﺎءﻛ ﺷُﺮﻴﻪ ﻓًﺟ رًَﺜ ﻣﻪ اﻟبﺮﺿ
.َﻮنﻠَﻤﻌ ﻳ ﻢﻫﺜَﺮﻛ اﻞ ﺑﻪﺪُ ﻟﻤ اﻟْﺤًَﺜﻣ
Allah sets forth an example: There is a slave in whom are (several) partners differing with one
another, and there is another slave wholly owned by one man. Are the two alike in condition?

(All) praise is due to Allah. Nay! Most of them do not know. (Surah Zumar 39:29)
Most commentators have said that this example is for the polytheists and the monotheists. The
polytheist is like a slave having many masters and all of them are opposed to each other. Each of them
issues a different order and each puts the needs of the slave on the other person. This is the condition of
a polytheist, if they had intellect and had understood worship, they would have realized all the work
performed by them is useless.
While the monotheist, who is the slave of only one Allah and worships only one Allah Who is generous,
merciful and has all the powers, and Who has the powers to give proﬁt and loss. Indeed this would be
better than the one who worships many gods and none from them pays heed.
Kulaini in Kaﬁ and Maniul Akhbar has narrated that Allah has mentioned this example for the enemies of
Amirul Momineen (a.s.). There are two reason for this: The ﬁrst reason is: ‘There is a slave in whom are
(several) partners’ is the ﬁrst unjust one, all of whose followers are following different ways, because
their Imam is not on the right that is why there are different sects among them and: ‘slave wholly owned
by one man’ are the followers of Amirul Momineen (a.s.) because their Imam is on the right. And his
knowledge is from Allah, that is why all his followers are on one path.
The other reason is that the ﬁrst one and people like him who apparently follow the Holy Prophet (S) but
actually they follow Satan and their own misguidance. And the second one is Amirul Momineen (a.s.)
who followed the Messenger of Allah in all the affairs. Thus Abul Qasim Haskani has narrated that
Amirul Momineen (a.s.) said: I am that man who with the Messenger of Allah in every matter. In another
tradition he says that, ‘Muslim’ is one of my names in the Quran.
Third verse:

.ﻴﻢﻠ اﻟْﻌﻴﻊﻤ اﻟﺴﻮ ﻫﻧﱠﻪ اﻪ اﻟَﻠ ﻋﻞﻛﺗَﻮﺎ و ﻟَﻬﻨَﺢ ﻓَﺎﺟﻠْﻢﻠﺴﻮا ﻟﻨَﺤنْ ﺟاو
And if they incline to peace, then incline to it and trust in Allah, surely He is the Hearing, the
Knowing. (Surah Anfal 8:61)
Commentators have said that this verse is has been abrogated by the verse of ‘killing’ or that it specially
with regard to the People of the Book as Jizya can be accepted from them.
Kulaini has narrated through reliable chains from Imam Sadiq (a.s.) that ‘Peace’ denotes entering our
affair, that is accepting our Imamate.2

1. The writer says: This explanation is absolutely clear because asking the believers to enter Islam is meaningless,

therefore it is addressed to the group that has faith in the Prophet so that whatever orders he gives they would follow it and
the best thing Allah and His Messenger has advised is the Wilayat of Ahlul Bayt (a.s.) which is the condition for acceptance
of all deeds and the door for all the sciences. Or it may be addressed to the hypocrites who apparently declared faith and
inwardly refused the Wilayat of Amirul Momineen (a.s.) and all the commands and sayings of the Holy Prophet (S) and did
not bring faith on all those things, especially the Wilayat of Amirul Momineen (a.s.).
2. The writer says: It can be explained in the way that when the pronoun is pointing towards the hypocrites, it means that
even if apparently they accept the Imamate of Ali Ibne Abi Talib (a.s.) you accept their apparent condition, although you
know that they are hypocrites and they are pretending.
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